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Catron Block
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Santa Pe,

THE
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FIRST BALLOT!

S.

CO.,

DOMESTIC

and Liquors for Medical and Family
poses a Specialty.

NO. 107

dealers they could keep.
JSKEMIKS SPEAK OF TIIE CONVENTION.
The samo pair
The following telegram was received took in ban Marcial, Las Vegas and several
other
towns.
from Senator D. 15. Hill this morning:
To Hon. Edward Mnrpby.jr., Auditorium
Owing to the shortage of court funds it
STATES
Hotel,
would have reen impossible to t. y jury
THE GREAT UNWASHED.
WAsniNfjToN, June 23
Please express cases at Socorro but for the public spirit
to the New York delegation my heartfelt of H. K. Brown. If he was willing to
thanks for their steady devotion to my wait until November for boarding and
Alabama
Arkatifutt
for
cause
of
and for the gallant fight they made lodging the jury court could go on, if not,
Over
Defeat
the
Surprise
Gray
California
to preserve the rielits and the dignity of all jury trialB must stop and cases be conColorado
nt
Hill's Knife
the regular Democracy of theempire state. tinued.
Connecticut
Delaware
is Ready.
David B. Hill.
(Signed)
The Mitchell Bros, have started their
Florida
Cleveland sent a nete to the press in sow mill
Georgia
going ond in a very short time
Diamonds. Clods, Watcb and Silverware.
which he says :
Idaho
The Free Silver Hen Snubbed-Wat-terao- n'u
will have their lumber on the market.
Illinois
Differences of opinion and judgment liieee
are
owners
the
of
Effort
and
the
Indiana
gentlemen
masterly
Ko FttNe
in Democratic conventions, are by no immense
math- Kfor and Factory,
Iowa
timber lands in western BernaHow it Resulted.
means unwholesome indications, but it is lillo and Valencia counties
door tteroud .National
Kaunas
ICank.
and
have
Kentucky
of the import
ooeervalile.
in
view
naruiy
a
established
town
named Mitchell on the Hiamoiia
1
of
ance
an3
Chicago, June 24. The Democratic Louisiana.
our success to the country, and to Atlantic &
Watch RepiiriBfl: Promptly and Efficiently Done.
Setting
Maino
within a few miles of
2
national convention brought with it many Maryland
the party, that there should be anywhere their timberPacific,
lauds.
Democrats any lack of harmonious
surprises. None was greater than that Massachusetts.. ..
among
San Juan note: In the matter of the
Micme.n
the committee on resolutions Bbonld have Minnesota..
buu active enort to win in the campaign Rio Arriba
been repudiated as disloyal to the revenue Mississippi
county indebtedness, a comwhich opens before ua. I have, theremunication
from Hon. E. L. Bartlett was
reform principles ol the Democratic party Missouri
fore, no concern on that Biiliject. It will read
Nebraska
stating that the proposition made by
and it tariff planks placed for the substicertainly be my constant endeavor to de- this board
Nevada
to pay to Rio Arriba countv
tution of a class declaring againBt prin New
serve the support of every Democrat."
Hampshire. ..
$5,500 to settle said suit would be accepted
ciples of protection by maintaining that New Jersey
District
New
York
by
On a lioum.
Attorney R. E. Twitchell, atthe federal government has no power to Nortli
Carolina ..
Kingman. A. T.. June 24. A Hold nmh torney for Kio Arriba county, and bv
impose tariff duties in excess of the North Dakota
has set in to the new mining camp in the agroement, judgment would be allowed to
revenue necessities of the government Ohio
Vt hole.nl. ft
Mojave mountains fifty miles north of be taken for the sum. of $5,500 at the
It.t.ll .Je.Ier
honestly and economically administered. Oregon
here. Mining men who have visited the present term of the district court now iu
In a Democratic convention controlled Penutylyeul.
Khode Island
session
in
the
of
Santa
Fe.
new
of
U
rover Cleveland by South Carolina
county
camp estimate the amount of ore on
by the friends
Dakota
the surface as worth not less than $1 ,C00,-00Louis Ilunlng. of Lna I .linnfl. ifl lnmtinrr
over z to 1, It remained for his principal South
Tennessee
The new town will be called Sil fiOO head of cattle at the stock yards here
opponent, Henry Wattereon, of Ken- Texas
verado.
to oe snipped to (J. K. Trask, in
tucky, to challenge the very friends of the Vermont
.
South Dakota.
Mr. Iluning's ranch is
recognized leader of tariff reform for fal- Virginia
West Virginia
a Bad nay.
In
located
on the Rio Puerco, in Valencia
moment
the
at
and
tering
critically
Wisconsin
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 24. Cipher let- comity, and he reports no grass on the
TO COMPROMISE
Wyomlug
ENDEAVORING
AND GLASSWARE.
ters and dispatches, received here from
Alaska
range anu a great, scarcity of water. Conand tomporir.e with the burning issoe of Arizona....
Duuaio, warn the state officials and men sidering the condition of the country, the
District of Columbia,
the age.
It was the invincible logic of new
who have been prominent against the
Second hand frooI liontr'it or
aut oi ioou anu
Mexico
these cattle look
wauerson, uttered witn an emotion al Oklahoma
rusuers since the cattle trouble opened, fairly well. It. water,
is the opinion of Mr.
taken in exclumjro for new,
most terrible in its intensity, tbat caused l.'tah
that their lives are in danger. According
mat if rain does not come soon
the convention to pause on the brink, and Indian Territory.
or will sell at public aucto these advices, it is planned to send to amining
number
of cattle in
large
New
so ably was the great Kentuckian supuna pmce several northern desperadoes, Mexico will die for the want central
Total.
tion.
lit
m'4
of
water.
ported bv the fiery Neal. of Ohio, who
who are to assassinate marked men. Pre- Citizen.
opened the fight as a dissenting member
cautious for the safety of the threatened
Democratic note in the Las Vegas
THE
of the committee, that a wave of sentiwill bo taken at once.
It was reported about town this
Optic:
ment, which all the pleading of Vilas was
The nomination of Adlai . Stevenson,
r.MHALMING a Specialty.
morning that Dr. M. M. Milligan Dad
More H oler.
All work Gl'AKANT! I .
powerless to resist, swept over the assem of
for
died
of
was
hill
Illinois,
fever (which differs somewhat
another
Chicaoo, June 24. The great eight-foo- t
bly, and bv a vote of nearly two to one.
character
in
i
from
fov,.
mountain
water
of
was
counted
uie committees recommendation was surprise. Gray,
tunnel, extending four miles out
Indiana,
The rumor seemed to
borne down and another launched on the on, and failure to nominate him is con- under Lake Michigan, at a depth of eighty about 3 :25 a. m.
has been completed. It was begun be corroborated by mourning attached to
feet,
political stream which flows in but one sidered by
influential delegates over four
very
many
ms
omce
and
direction tariff for revenue only. For a
door,
by an inscription anyears ago and it has cost over
N. V. i,iuu,uuu. wnen connected with the nouncing the fact.
IInA
time it was hard to make the friends of as a mistake.- fl,o,l,.l.
Cleveland in the various delegations be Worthington, in nominating Stevenson, water works pudid. it will buddIv 130.- - showed up in due course of time, and he
said : "Mr. Chairman and fellow dele- 000,000
uec
ares
u
will be the other fellows who
of water per day to the
lieve it.
gallons
gates, Illinois has presented no presiden- city, bringing the total available water will find the Hill fever fatal in November
WATTBRSON'S
MOVEMENT
tial candidate to this convention.
next.
The doctor will now probably beIt has
up to 300,000,000 gallons daily.
was not a subterfuge of the enemy. That within its borders more than one favorite supply
Not only the quantity, but the quality, come a third party man.
the Kentuckian was glad to avail himself eon whom it would delight to honor and of the
San Juan Times:
watter supply will be greatly imIt is from the fruit
of every means to weaken the prestige of who are worthy of all the Dolitical honors
llower, alfalfa blossom, cleome, buckhorn
proved.
Cleveland, there is no deubt, but it is also that could be conferred upon them, but
a Pun! In
clover and the great number of wild
!l 7
declared that the tariff declarations of nere in wis great city ot Chicago, in
U
Silver Men Want UreHhani.
I U'J:!0
I Gli
flowers that the little workers gather
iage nssprifo J
1884 were no longer sufficient to meet the this great commonwealth
Cute too, June 24. Gen. Warner, on their sweets and from
of Illinois.
fall
till
early
spring
enugntened views of the Democratic bordering upon the lake and the behalf of the silver committee an otheis, the work goes on.
A conservative esti
Spcciiil iiHi.iiiion hivci. t , (,:i rarl-- i w il Ii f;
The convention agreed Mississippi to the center of this great re- yesterday had an extended interview with mate
party of
IK'S
I'll
t I ICMSIIMll ON
i
IMM.fC
i. All wiir! i itiraiilccil fi
with him and adopted a new substitute public, the Democracy, catching the vi- Judge Greeham, the outcome of which ean places the number of colonies in !
r(- Juan
at
v c:illil fur
from
to
ciasM.
county
2,000
2,500,
;m:l as
regardless of its consequences on the bration of the swell that came from the was the failure to gain his consent to head which will be- greatly increased during
south and east and the west, cast aside Its the presidential ticket of the People's wio
presidential billow.
as me worn ot dividing thein
The ballot on the presidency showed favorite eons, for the time buried its state partv7JiJrlge Greeham'o
&
reason was has
commenced.
The lowest
that the carefully prepared estimates pride, and echoing back to Texas, Con- solely his financial inability to make a price hardly
a colony has been offered at is
that
which have been given out from time to necticut and California with 48 votes, canvasB.
$7 50, which would make the valuation of
Don
time during the past forty-eigh- t
hours by shouted the name of Grover Cleveland.
His sentiments are fully in accord with our bees alone from
$15,000 to $20,000.
the various leaders of both factions, were (Applause). But for the
those oi the People's party if it does not The average
of
a hive is 50
product
very nearly accurate. The margin of dif- for the second highest place in the gift of go farther than the St Louis demands, pounds of honey
annually which, at W3
ference between the claims of both fac- the people, it has a candidate so fully except tUe
scheme.
cents per pound, will reach a total value
tions were less than 5 per cent of the equipped by nature and education that it
of $15,000.
As a colony with proper care
entire of the convention, and the conclu- feels that it would be a political fault to
will double Itself each
year, we can easily
TEKRITOKIAL TIPS.
sion oi the ballot found that the
fail to urge his name for nomination
besee that this industry alone yields an
inhad less than a dozen votes in excess fore you. I stand here, then, gentlemen,
come for the county of from $30,000 to
of the number requisite for the
Turner Vaughn, late of Grand Pass, $40,000
to name as a candidate for that position
We give these figures
annually.
D12ALRH IN
a man that is known by every woman near Waverly, Mo., died in the Albuquerafter a careful examination of the business
before last. Too much red as
and child and voter that ever licked a que jail
TIIE SILVER VOTE.
an industry that, like our
showing
postage stamp in every village and bant'
eggs, chickens and
In only one instant was there a signi- let
is given over
in the land (applause) ; a
"Auolucr addition lo mining circles here to the women folks asbutter,
ficant surprise.
The silver states and
beneath the dignity
man. A man of is Prof. Blandy, formerly territorial geo- of men folks to bother with.
territories of the west failed to give that
solid vote against Grover Cleveland, commanding presence, of dignified mien, logist of New Mexico," says the El Paso
which was so frequently and confidently whose courtesy in his every day manners Times. Mutt be a mistake.
Delicious
is rarely
and never excelled ; a
Contractor Turnbaueh
the contract Diamond 8. biscuits are made with the
anticipated by the
people. man who equalled
in the administration of his for building the two newgets
Baking Powder. Sold by S.
e
wyoming-gavschool houses S.
tbree votes to Cleveland. duties in the last
Democratic administra
Beaty.
and
Arizona gave him five, New Mexico supPark
street
finishing
at
building
tion was the beau-ideof an honest, honSocorro Chiefported him with four and Mormon Utah
something over $10,000.
useful and efficient Democratic tain.
contributed its mite, all it had, two votes orable,
GOVERNMENT LAND
office-holde- r.
SCRIP.
Like
his
great leader who
lor Urover Cleveland.
Oklahoma and bears
is announced that Richard
It
143
Eaglish, Land
your banner, he believes that pub the division
Indian territory, and even far off Alaska
of all classes for sale. Adscript
master
mechanic
Sanef
the
lic office is a public trust, but he believes
dress Holcomb & Johnson, Land & Minwere all loyal to the
Ore also
ta
Fe
road
at
San
been
Marcial,
has
apthat the Democrats are the best
gon gave him all she had, and her sister trustees of the
pointed master mechanic of the A. & P. ing Attorneys, 629 F street, N. W., Waspublic trust."
state of Washington followed the exat Albuquerque.
hington. 0.
THE SILVER QUESTION.
ample. Not nntil the states were passed
of the Pecos valley farmers are
Many
and the call nearly through was the
Received at Chas. Neustadt & Co.,
0
After the report of the committee on cutting their second crop of alfalfa. The
nomination of Cleveland on the first balcigars of different brands and grades,
yield of the first cutting was one which
lot assured, so very doubtful indeed, was platform bad been laid before the conven average
will
be
sold
at
which
were
prices
ton to the acre
the final result. Following are the figures tion, a member of the Missouri delegation one and a half ; the second will go about never before known In this country. You
tons to the acre.
will not have to pay for the name of the
or
said to one of his associates : "We had
The low price of silver is having its maker, bnt will receive
actual value for
better stop the silver question where we effect on the
production of the white your money.
have it now."
of the amount being
metal, not one-hal- f
Mr. Patterson, of Colorado, representa- mined
in southern New Mexico to
Furnished rooms by the day, week or
tive of the minority report of the com- what there was s
year ago.
month ; brick house, clean beds, quiet
mittee on resolutions took the platform
The Socorro Fire Clay company is turnat 25,35 and 60 cents. Olinger
and as be commenced to speak there were
out some very fine building, as well as place,
block. Jasofins Widmaiur. propts.
loud and repeated calls from several dele- ing
a large amount of superior fire brick.
gates for recognition and the chairman
said : The gentleman from Colorado is Their works south of the city have been
and improved.
recognized and the convention must come greatly enlarged
Indian Farmer Francis left Monday
to order. After the chairman had sucin partially
restoring order morning with Navajo Policeman Valita
How does he feel ? He feels ceeded
Mr. Patterson
said: Mr. Chairman for an extended trip down the San Juan
river to inspect the many farms ef the
blue, a deep, dark, unfading,
of
and gentlemen
conventhe
eternal blue, and he tion, there
was
another
matter Navajos along that stream. San Juan
makes everybody feel the same way of difference between the CDmmittee on Times.
The west side has raised $450 for a 4th For Stock Broken, Mloea, Bank., Inisr.no.
to the
August Flower the Remedy. platform. The difference relates
Companlei, Real Estate, Baslnem Man. eta
And is em- of July celebration. One thousand invita(Hisses).
coinage plank.
How does he feel? He feels a braced in the size of a single word and tions have been mailed to the outside Particular .(tendon given to Deicrlpttro Fu
precincts and it is expected that all the phlcli of Mlulnf Properties. Wt mill a pm
headache, generally dull and con- a substitute of some principles from the
sooth, and the phrase consists in the ad- Knights of Labor will be in full force.
tall jot
stant, but sometimes excruciating
of
ditional word four letters "free." The Las Vegas Free Press.
August Flower the Remedy.
addressing you accepts the
speaker
Pedro Jaramillo had s preliminary ex- SHORT
NOTICE,
amendment that is suggested amination on the
How does he feel? He feels a unanimous
charge of attempting to
by the word. It is a word of four letters kill before Justice Martinez at Ranebos
violent hiccoughing or jumping of only,
LOW
and that word is "free." The sub- de
PRICES,
yesterday. He was bound
the stomach after a meal, raising stitute offered is the resolution of the overAlbuquerque
in $800 bail, which he gave. Albubitter-tastin- g
matter or what he has committee word for word with the addi- querque Citizen.
FINE WORE.
eaten or drunk August Flower tion of the simple word that I have
A number of tha best rifle shots are
suggested. I desire for the information
the Remedy.
PROMPT EXEOUTIOW.
of the delegation to read the substitute as forming a rifle club at Socorro, with the
of competing with everything
intention
"We
denounce
it
is:
the
Republican
How does he feel ? lie- feels
known as the Sherman act of that shows up on the same lay in the
southwest. J. P. Clifton appears to be
the gradual decay of vital power; legislation
lS'JO as a cowardly
makeshift, fraught the chief organizer.
he feels miserable, melancholy, with possibilities of danger
in the future
Upon petition the San Juan county Bill Bead, ol ever ictcrlptlon, aad mall Jo.
hopeless, and longs for death and which should make all of its supporters
as well as its author anxious for its speedy board decided to allow the exemption of Printing executed with care and dtatoh
peace August Flower the Rematlmatea gtTM. Work KaM to order. Weu.
repeal. We hold to the use of both gold $100 per acre from taxation for tree culOF
MEXICO.
edy.
and silver as a standard metal of the ture, not to exceed one-hal- f
the valuation
real estate of any person, as provided tht
How does he feel ? He feels so country and to the free coinage of gold and of
in soction 2809, Complied Laws.
silver
without discrimination
FINEST STANDARD PAPEB
against
full after eating a meal that he can either
metal of charge for mintage.
The "crap" games throughout the terriFlower
walk
the The convention declined to
hardly
August
One evening, rethe tory are in bad luck.
L. SPIEGELBERG
Remedy.
word "free" before the the words "coin- cently, two strangers took in both games
G. G. GREEN, Sole Manufacturer,
age of gold and silver," and thus put its in Socorro, that is all. but the nickels and
E. A. FISKE, Vioe President,
of disapproval on "free coinage." dimes, which they
J. D. Proudfit, Cashier.
generously told the
Woodbury, New Jersey, U. S. L stamp
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Agents Wanted Male and Female,
mist ho kept in the family you see. The
New Mexican is mistaken ahout the of- - old and young, If 15 to $25 per dav ennily
trust
it
and made, selling our IJneen Plating tin' lite,
sold
is a
i h heine
tin' ti nitorinl treasury to help lighten tho not for sale. l.as Vegas Free Press.
and doing tiolrl. Silver, Nickel, Copper
and Brass Plating ; this is warrant'! to
bur.;, us of the people.
every class ol Metal,
PRINTING CO.
KilMor Riiiea!in Koine wear for vears, on etc.
Tin- - Magpie
By NEW MEXICAN
GET
READY ANYHOW,
Tableware, Jewelry,
Light and easily
11 ore.
no
handled,
experience required to operate
t the
matter
mane
a
to
is
Statehood for New Mexico this year of
a Second i'1"ngui them. Can be carried by hand with ease
going
Albuquerque
Baina Fe l'ot uillro.
our I.oril is rather uncertain ; it may be for the territorial capital, and that city. will from house to house, Bame as a grip sack
havA tho ANsifltance of the southern Dart or satchel.
HUT
KATES UF Strr-ihud tuul it may not be had ; hut it is very
Agents are making money
of the territory, at least, in getting the
husi-nes- s
.. I
Dally, per week, b;' earner
1
oeitain that the usual territorial elections eanital nwiiv from the Santa Fe ring. rapidly. They sell to almost every
...
Hull
and
house
and
1
workshop.
family,
...
..
Remouth!
I'he ring may as well prepare for war to
will be held this fall; hence let the
by mail....
Daii per
... a
Cheap, Durable, Simple, and within reach
Daliy tcree moiiiiin. e m
... t
Plates almost instantly,
publicans prepire and organize in order tho knifn and knife to the hilt. Silver of everyone.
Jib v six months, by m:l
w
...
Sentinel.
mall
Dally, one year, by
that they may bo victorious. The Democra- City
equal to the finest new work. Send for
Weil y, per lnnnlli
circulars, etc. Queen City Silver oi Nickel
tic-White
Week it, J.er nun". .
.Cap combination, that has
St. Louis, III.
Week y, per six meuUio
Antiquities.
Plating Uo,.
to
this
a
been
great injury and disgrace
Week ly, per year
would probably do nothing to
While
it
and Lands near the Foot Hi
must
Choice Mountain Valley
Kansas.
err if ins payabla territory during the past three years,
of our people or
the
illustrate
AH enntracti and bi)!l bit
enterprise
uls-be defeated,
this territory will go
Kansas is a great state for corn, wheat,
e productiveness of the country, a good
Intended forpub.icat.ou
A'-comTnaalftron
Ii i bit at the coming lair oi me antiquities
from had to worse.
cattle, hogs and financial independence
.M.mvaiue.l by the writer s name and
El drei-u- ot
New Mexico would be full of interest The A., T. & S. F. R. R. has several
siioeY.IJf
f gooclMh, and .br..l
our visitors from abroad as well as our thousand nice farms for aale in its old
THE FIGHT IS ON.
and could be made one of the land grant along the fertile Arkansas.
own
cq.,
SswUexkms lviutiiur
addressed to
And now the Democratic party has a most people,
t,i:ita ft. New MjXll-0attractive leatures oi me occasion. river in south, central and western iviin-sasever.
than
For copy of folder giving full infor
Both New Mexico and Arizona are rich in
bigger fight on its hands
New Mexican is th oUe-- t eetsa
to everr lw F.vents at Chicago have simply enlarged the evidences of former civilization and mation relating to crop capacity of Kansas
T.aT.fT In New Mciico. It is
g.ow-liifor making col- lands, cost per acre and terms of sale
sjiieelnthTt;liiloiyaiid 111 has a a'gc and
the arena of the
embroglio, those who have facilities could
lite., stu' ana
circulation among
do much write to C. H Morehouse, D. F. A P. A
lections of this character
and transferred it from New York to the
people ol tneouthett.
add to the interest of the fair by gather- - El Paso, Texas.
nation. That appeal of DeWitt which no: and forwarding such Aztec and Indian
for Purchase of I'enlton- asked the convention not to ignore the relics as they may be able to procure. In Proposals minus
i : 1'4
vi niw irrniui j
J
IN
'
Kill DAY,
llltiy
and
of
horses
fine
our
cattle,
midst
the
New Mexico.
of
Y'ork
Democracy
regularly organized New
our grains, fruits and vegetables, and our
has
accumulated in the
there
more
Whereas,
as represented by Ilill was nothing
mnroveu modern machinery, it win De territorial
to the credit of the
nor less than a threat which carries a highly interesting at the same time to Denitentiarvtreasury,
interest and sinking hind
boot-lefor have a chance to see what was done and
in excess of $5,000, 1, L. Bradford
large New York razor in its
hat iinD omenta were used by our prede- - surplus
tha etuiVed prophet of reform.
Prince, governor of New Mexico, hereby
cesssors in these fruitful valleys so long
give notice that I will receive bids for the
evidences
all
obliterated
has
time
that
ago
sale of the penitentiary bonds of the terGROWERS.
GOOD NEWS TO OUR WOOL
of their existence except what we find in
ritory at the governor's office, at Santa Fe,
names
Citizen.
A strong petition, containing (he
these rude relies. Albuquerque
uo to 12 o'clock of Saturday, July 10th,
of the woolen manu
of over
1892, and will then purchase from the
lowest bidders said bonds to the amount
facturers of the United States, has been
Xotlee for UidH.
of
$5,000, reserving the right to reject any
presented to the I'nited States senate;
To whom it inav concern : Notice is and all bids which may be neemea disfree
the
that
the petition atks,
Springer
hereby given that sealed bids will be re- advantageous to the territory.
L. Bradford Prince, Governor.
wool bill, that hue for its aim the destruc ceived by the undersigned up to 12 o'clock
IT A.TI03Sr-A.il
Santa Fe, N. M June 13, 1892.
of
the noon, on Saturday, the 9th day OI July,
tion of li e wool growing interests
REPUBLICAN TICKET. United Stales, be not passed. This peti 18U2. for furnishing the material, and
SEW FAST TKAIX
constructing a table from the metals, pre- Ill KIIXfiTOV
tion will have much weight, and there is cious stones and petrified woods, found
Foil Phesidkst
en
tne
at
Hours-D'ZH
for
exhibition
n
no
Santa Fe county,
chance that Springer's iuiquitous
vrr to Cliienffo.
Only
iskx.iauh UAitiitrtOX.
Democratic free trade measure will pass World's fair in Chicago.
Under its new summer schedule the
Of Imliniia.
All bids for work and material must he Burlinirton route is enabled to offer in
this is welcome news to the wool growers
For Vice President
accompanied by a certified check for $25, creased facilities in train service and fast
New Mexico, who would Be ruined and the successful bidder must enter into tiniB
of
t iiiTF.i.AH
from Denver eastward.
bond in double the amount of the con
Train No. 6. "The Chicago Special,'
or Xe York. were wool to go on the free list.
tract price, with sufficient sureties for the leaves Denver daily at 9 a. m.; reaching
THE NEW MEXICAN ALWAYS AT WORK FOR NEW
completion ol the work at me time men- Omaha at 11:40 the same evening and
tioned in the contract, and in accordance Chicago at 2:15 the next afternoon, niak
The chances are that the- New York
MEXICO.
Kor the irrigation of the prairies and velieyi betirsea Baton tni Springer one
m
with the specifications.
Sun will support Harrison.
ing the run Denver to Chicago-hundred miles of larire Irrigating canals have been built, or are in
Tin: New Mexican, in its issue of toThe certihed checks accompanying duip, hnura and only one night on the road.
course of construction, with water for 75,000 acres of land. These landi
holders got in morrow, will contain an article on the will be returned after the same are opened,
This train also has through Pullman
The Cleveland
with
perpetual water rights will b mid ohap and on the eaiy terma of ten
astounding development of the lower except to the successful bidder, and to sleoDers from Konsas City and St. Louis
annual
payments, witn 7 per c?nt interest,
their work in Rood Blmpe at Chicago.
and
made
contract
been
has
after
otner
him,
making quicker time than any
In addition to the above thert) are 1,400,000 acres 0! land for sale,
Pecos valley and the county of Eddy in
for the performance of the line.
bond
given
consisting mainly of agricultural lands.
The enemies. Urover Cleveland has the southwestern part of New Mexico. work. The work must oe compietea not
Train No. 2. popularly know n as 1 in
The climate is unsurpassed, and alfalfa, grain and fruit of all kinds grow to
made in his own party, will aid in his de- Tho article has been prepared specially later than the loth day of February, 1893, Fiver." continues to leave Denver as
perfection and in abundance.
the
with
accordance
in
Hinand
strict
design,
8
Richard
St,
J.
Col.
at
8:3d
for this journal by
p. ui., reaching
feat on November coming.
formerly,
The A., T. & 8. F. railroad and the D., T. & Fort Worth railroad cross this
and specifications now on view Louis at 7:10 and Chicago at:uuttie
property, and other roads will soon follow.
ton, who is in all probability the best plans,
the store of Seligman Bros., south side second morning.
Those wishing to view the lands can secure special rates on the railroads, and
The Democratic majority in Sanla Fe's authority on irrigation matters and the re at
of the plaza.
Both of these trains consist oi vesuwill have a rebate also on the same if they should bay 160 acres or more of land.
detriment
worn hnled Pullman Bleeuers. chair cars and
wnen
city council is a disgrace and a
De
tne
sources of w!i:it i3 called "the arid
will
made
Payments
to the city and to the tax payers.
edition will be in is completed and accepted or as it pro- diners, servine all meals en route.
region."
as may be agreed upon.
tickets and sleepin
gresses,
full information
circuwill
be
these
000
creased
copies;
).
All bids to be considered must De berths, call on local ticket agents, or adThe opposition to Cleveland at Chicago
in the farming communities of this sealed in an
lated
and
be
and
endorsed,
For full particulars sppiy to
envelope
bluffine,
W.
than
dress G.
simple
means more
Vallery, General Agent 1,700
and also abroad.
bids for the construction of Santa fe Larimer street, Denver.
will live to plague drover end aid in his country
must
refer
and
fair
table"
county World's
defeat.
THE VERY ELEMENTS AGAINST THEM.
n the body of the bid to this notice.
The right is reserved to reject and and
"fornto
be
verv elements seem
The
the undersigned.
all bids
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published
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support
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otherwise
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
LYON & HEALY. CHICAGO.
methods which characterized Cheap Excursion Kates to C olorado
however, we will see ; election day will business
Points.
no
had
convention
the Republican
place
tell the story.
Taking effect June 3 the popular Santa
Than the
in the Democratic convention.
D. "W. MANLEY,
Fe Route will sell excursion tickets to the
modern
the
,ient
latter a noisier gang of
They now call David li. Hill
MAX FROST,
following points. Denver, $23.75; Colowas
devils probably never got together. There rado SDrines. $19.90: Pueblo. 17.55.
Aaron Burr; this is not just; Burr
iLTToamT at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Over C.M. Creamera Drug Store.
not a bachelor. Hill is. Purr had a good was discord everywhere; friction on Tickets have transit limit of two days in
- . . B to 12, H to
OFFICE HOURS.
1st
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3
of
limit
final
each direction, with
children.
no
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boodle
for
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a
looking daughter;
every hand,
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full
to
head
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a
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continued Sept. 30th, 1892. PasaengerB
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Attorney at Law. Catron Block, Santa Fe,
new jnuxuiu.
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at
at La Junta, arriving
FITS NEW MEXICO.
at z.zup. m. and
As between President HarriEou's jiift
of Wyoming, a son of m., Colorado Springs
Louis
J.
Palmer,
at Denver 5 p. m. Or leave Santa Fe at
demands from the nations of all the world
CURE
Senator Palmer, of Illinois, and a dele' 6:50 a. m. arriving at Denver 5:30 the
in behalf of silver as money and CleveDemocratic
following morning. For further inforYOURSELF!
gate from his state to the
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land's outspoken antagonism to the national convention, was opposed to mation apply to
If
troubled
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come before them. Dated June 11, 189Z,
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Rout. E. Carr,
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direct, in all probability.
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courts of the territory. Prompt attention given
In New York state alone 200,000
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Notice for Publication.
Attorney nd Counsolor at Law, Silver City,
The latest and best forms of mortgage
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intention to make final proof in support
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Law,
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of his claim, and that said proof will be
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all ovor the country and specially so to only too well and the present stagnant
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made before register and receiver at
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all district courts ol Mew Mexico, Special
condition of affairs in
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many in New Mexico.
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Adlai E. Stevenson, of Illinois, is the Cleveland administration.
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FEED AND TRANSFER.
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LAS VEGAS HOT
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SPECIALTY'

New ftffexloo.

N.

SPRIGS,
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heaith and summer resort ts sltaated on the southern slope of the Santa T ranra
of the Rocky Mountains, and an elevation of nearly 7,000 feet above
the sea. The Springs, soma
;u nmber, vary in temperature Irem very warm to entirely cold, aud are widely eels.
upon Bheumatism and almost all forms of chionlo disease. Ihs
t?Li facilitiesrcur,tlTe
are

T

'"'J

""

atuug

aneqaalea

Hires' 2

V. D. LORENZO,

PAINTER,
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PESCOS

BELT
FRUIT
Has the Finest
Irrigating

THE GREAT

THE MONTEZUMA HOTEL
.(Formerlr Phoenix Hotel)

Is a eommodloas and massive structure of stone the finest watering-plachotel west (A lis
Allesbanics.
It has every convenience, and is elegantly furnished and supplied.
The Springs and Hotel are located on a branch of the main line of the Santa Fe Route, six
town of Las Vegas, New Mexico; is readily accessible by.telegraph, telephone, ani
Slles from the trains
per day, It is extensively used as a resting and bathlug place by trascontlnental
oarlsts, as well as by all classes of rest, pleasure, aud health seekers from every part of the
comntry.
Round-tritickets to Lai Veias Hot Springs on sale at all oeapen stations. Round trip Ubkstf
from Santa Fe, It.

OF NEW MEXICO!

Canals on the Continent.

System of

Over 300,000 acres of Choice Fannin? and Fruit Lands. Water enough to Irrigate half a million acres. A climate equal In every respect, and superior in some respects. to that of Southern California.
"
and Telegraph Facilities, Good Society. Lands for sale at
(

$25.00

r-

- itwxnty-fiv- e

years time
dollars an acre, on ten
tl

With interest at 6 per cent, this Including perpetual water right. No drouth, no floods, no blizzards, no fogs, no cyclones, no
rtemic diseases, no prairie fires, no snakes, no sunstrokes. Send for maps and illustrated pamphlets giving full narticulars.
--

ball-storm-

s;

no

under-storm- s,

-

Good Schools, Churches,
.

Railway

$25.00

no hot winds, no northers, no winter rains, no grasshoppers, no malaria, no epl
PECOS IRRIGATION
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, HDDY, NEW MEXICO.

A
rnsty Old Benedict
A Icvji-- , no! I an old n a ried man, ihould

Advice From

never go down on his knees to propose
to his sweetheart, for if she should happen
to accept a d heBhould marry h?r,she will
remind him of it fifty times a week.
Wheneer there is the sliiihteBt differ
ence, or when he gives her the least cross
word she fires up in an instant and tells
h m. You didn't talk that way when you
wentdown on your knees and begged me,
with tea's in your eyes, to marry jou
man naturally gets tired of being reminded
of his folly, but a woman never gets tired
of reminding him, and that is what makes
a kneeling proposal a peculiarly unpleaS'
ant reminiscence.
St. Louis GlobeDemocrat.
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biennial pescion of the supremo
lodge1' and encampment of the Cr.iform
liank, Knights of 1'lijiliius, to lie held at
Kaiis.'is City, August "3 to "7, inclusive,
promises to he one of the best attended.
BSZS -and most puccrssful, ratheririgs, in the
t.;.,t
i .i...
The" accessibility if the
poinl of meet - "WniWU
inir will be an inducement to draw u vast j gSgjanaa
iiuoiorr oi r.uipiis ami visitors, piki tne
SPECIAL RUH No. 19
Missouri 1'aciflc railway, with its vast net GREATEST
VA1.TE ox"
Work cf lines entering Kansas City front
Famous Antique Oak Roll tor
Tyler's
every direction, oilers greater (.ti'ilkies f"1 Jsu complete, ace neci,.l circulars,
th m any other line, nnd will he in belter No. 4004, 3 ft, 6 in. lone, net 1 16.00
" S21 OO
position to take care of divisions and No. 4C09.4 ft. 6 In. "
reKiinents, and the large delcnaUoiis liiai No. 4010, 5 ft. long, - - "
823.00
are expected. Its trains will he found cf Also eee new ISO page catalogue for
1892. Creatcut of about 40 percentfrom
the handsomest; equipped wilh Pullman former
het. BOOKS FREE, postage lOo.
buffet sleeping cars, Pullmnn parlor cars, Shippfd from St. Lcui:!, if.ti.,
or Indianapolis, Ind,
reclining chuirs cars, (seats free) and BAXK iOlXTKItS A SPi: 1ALTV.
We refer to every Bonk In Thirty States.
elegant day coaches.
The Missouri Pacific railway is prepared TYLE3 DESK CO., St. Louis, Mo.
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Soft Hearted Bridegroom Who Pitied
Written;uarantci
Uirui't all Nrrvuitn i)itthe Minister.
eases, such as Went
The Rev. Dr. Blank, now a prominent
Memory. Low of
pastor of a prominent church, had his first
Power. Headache
Wakcfiiltless. Lost Mnn
charge In a country district, and he tells
hootl. Nervousness. Las
this story:
Bttudc, all drulus six!
Use, less or power 01 tne
"The first couple I married," he says, Before 4, After
ATTRACTIONS HISTORIC AND MODERN.
Generative Organs, In
Photographed from life.
"came to the house where I boarded and
either sex. caused by
had my study, for I was a bachelor then.
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use ui viuwxo, opium, or Btlirju laaui, wuivn uiujuauij
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w luurnmy, consumption ana lUHuuiiy. iui a,'
form to pnrrv in the Test pocket Prlci
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Mountains of Mineral, Fruitful Orchards and Other Resources.
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ward, but pink cheeked and pretty, as s written
or refund the
guarantee
rustic beauty goes. They came in a wagon money, sent Dy mall totoanycure
saoresa.
circular iree.
and it did not take long to perform the cer Mention this Dnrmr. Address.
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CO., Branch omce for V. S. A.
emony.
Alter it was over I thought It my
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res MLB in Street,
duty to kiss the bride, and bent forward
to do so, when the groom laid his hand on C. M. Creamer. S. W. Corner Plaio.
my arm.
"Ao, you don't, mister," he said good
The World's Only Sanitarium Statistical Informatlom for Tourist, Invalid
Ills Purse Was Touched.
naturedly. "I'll 'tend to that part of it
myself," and he proceeded to do so vigor
Mother My son, you must forget
His
nd Health Seeker.
AzracJ, theAneel of Death,
ously.
all about her.
.
Hovers nearer u, sometimes, than wo are
I smiled and offered no argument, and as
Himself But, mother, I can't forget
Territorial Board or Educatioh.
aware. It Is safer lar when wc are unwell to
they started out I followed them to the
that Santa Fe is
wVrnTerin1
suspect his propinquity thau to Ignore the posfront door. There the groom invited me that she has my diamond ring.
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winter and cooler in
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of
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Incklen's Arnica Halve.
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cold"
particularly
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behind him he
seat,
reaching
salt rheum, fever
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when
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Detroit,
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to
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satisfaction,
pert
temperature
spring
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or money refunded. Prico 25 cent per vious to the loth centnrv ! no.,,. nu. Indiana, the summer temperature of northLess ol tne emu are p- rceptioie, immediate
"Ain't she a beauty, mister?"
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box. For sale at 0. M. Creamer's.
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before Coronado's time. ' The
lliitwrs. a cental accelerator of the blood's cir
"Very handsome," I admitted.
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it is there- and the winter temperature of central
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Notioe for Publication.
fore
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Indiana. In other words, by
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CITY Of 8ANTA FE.
nished by the U. S. local weather bureau:
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The city lies In a charmine nnnk nn Mm Average temperature
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"Ain't got no wife?"
Do Xot Ke Docelved.
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wind,
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through
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groom's face took on the grace of sympa- uel Sandoval, Julio Martinez, Manuel having its rise in the Santa Fe range oi ratio
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water
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It has more pointsof his look it, but looks deceive. Insist always be blamed if you can't'kiss the brldel"
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interest
from
than any other place on the miles;
Denver 388; miles; from Trinidad,
Uf course I couldn't be so ungallant as to der the law and the regulations of the inon having Allcock s, the only rename
LU
continent. Land mav be 218 miles; from Albuquerque. 85 miles: from
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piaster ever produced.
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of anywhere else in the world. Our markets
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I saw Twemlo blowing in his money at sent them both on their
ARCHITECT and
way with my bless said claimant, and to offer evidence in are close at hand and we can successfully
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a saloon yesterday.
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rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
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A. L. Morrison, Register.
Twemlo? I didn't think he drank?
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He doesn't; he was puffing into a lung
fruit crop. What place, what country can
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Pba-i- the old Spanishpalace had been erect- A wife who knew the aversion of her
tester.
Effective this date, the Santa Fe South approach this record?
1605. That ancient structure
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after
shortly
husband to letter writing said to him, as ern and D. & R. G.
was destroyed in 1680, and the
rcBMO institutions.
railways will sell expresent one
ne was about leaving home for an extend cursion tickets to the
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following points,
iielitl that yon "can t be cured" is a ed visit to the
Dakotas: "Now, John, as good to return until October 31, 181)2,
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The ch,pel of 8an Mi(?ue, wasbui!tbe.
ANTONIO WISSDOR
symptom of dyspepsia. Take Simmons nenner t nor tne children can accompany with two days transit limit in each direc rations located heie, in spacious and attrao- - tween 1636 and 1680. In the latter years the
Uve modern buildings, are the 17. S. court Indians destroyed it. Fully restored in 1710,
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Liver Regulator.
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pleasure and riroflt. The various snots of for it.
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package
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failing market in the mining camps.
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Kl Grande,
and all the train ol
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It is to be hoped that John profited bv
But It is to Santa Fas superior c imatlo their ba8e opaniaros
operations. Old Fort Marcy
tne lesson. xoutn's companion.
Should Xot Expect Too Much.
advantages, and its fame as nature's most was built by U. S. soldiers In 1846 and the
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Gloaming.
tion and other pulmonary diseasethat Santa
that mitror as a perfect masterpiece of art ;
The Leading Hotel in Nev Zlezico
Marcy:
They had been married fourteen weeks.
Fe bases its great future upon. The highest
but for my part I can't see anything beau"Frank, dear," she said one evening in
THE
American medical authorities concede the
tiful in it.
tiie gloaming, "would you miss me very
KW MaltAeKHENT.
superior advantages of the city's location.
KBriTTSJD AV3 RirCBNIIPKD.
Headqrs. Hth Infantry.
Miss D. Mewer Oh, well, one should mucn u i Should me?"
The requisites of a climate curative of Colonel B. P. Pearson. Comdg. regt. A post
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consumption, are, according to the best Mi--.CoM!m.2n.,8n!,de,-w- - Whlttemore. D. 8.
comdg. San Diego
medical testimony, altitude, dryness, equa-- ;
darling," he protested.
AND
"But would you, dear?" she insisted.
bllity of temperature, light and sunshine, lit Lt L. W. Llttoll, ad Post adjt. trees. B. 0. 4
Hotel Coach and Carriage in Waiting at Ali Trains.
Pleasant to the taeje and readily taken
and a potous soil. Moreover, if possible,
"More than words can express." he said.
A. 8. O.
C. 8.,
Simmons Liver Regulator. It cures clutching her hands as if he were losing
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S. O.
and attractive, where variety and occapa- ner even tnen.
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D,m In'antry. On leave Oct. 1, mos.
per
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band in thecountry) This looks like a witn tmckets, and a bat circledovergrown
about in
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AO,
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Mr. Grump Yes;
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dations for both of us. The sign reads
And A cloud came slowly ud from the
1st Lieut. W. Pamldlnf.
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The Daily few Mexican
SHOOTING STARS.

FOR THE CAMPAIGN.

Xot Tlio Alan To Hp Tlinnkcit.
Mrs. De 1'inine I am so delighted with
my photograph that 1 have brought yon a
little present.
Photographer
modestly I realy don't
deserve sucti a testimonial, madam, Give
it to that gentleman over there.
Does he assisits you.
Yes. lie does the retouching.
New York Weekly.

Mrontr

ceiTW

f.

WitucMKCH.

Among the thousands of testimonials of
cures by Dr. Miles' New Heart Curo, is
that of iNatliai) Allisons, a well known
citizen of Glen Rock, l'a., w ho for years
had shortness of breath, Sleeplessness
pain in left side, shoulders, smothering
spells, etc. ; one bottle of 1 r. Miles Mew
Heart Cure and one box of Nerve and
Liver Pills cured him. Peter Jaquet,
Salem, N. J., is another witness, who for
twenty years Buuereu with heart disease,
was pronounced incurable by physicians,
death stared him in the face, could not lie
down for fear of smothering; to death.
Immediately after using the New Cure he
felt better and could lie down and sleep
all night, and is now a well man. The
New Cure is sold, also Free Book, by A.
C. Ireland, jr.

Cnn'tRae At The
Where, Hi" I'mits
Knecft.
f

Cholly My brother is in luck He's
got a place as floor walkah in a drv good
store He i3 there sixteen hours a dr.y.
Awther I cawu't see .lie luck.
Cholly You cawn't? Why his pants
nevnh bag at The knees. New York
Weekly.

Newspapers Endorse.
"Educators are certainly the greatest

benefactors of the race, and after reading
Dr. Franklin M ilea' popular works, can
not help declaring him to be among the
most entertaining and educating authors."
New York Daily. He is not a stranger
to our readers, as his advertisements appear in our columns in every issue, calling
attention to the fact that his elegant work
on Nervous and Heart Diseases is distributed free by our enterprising druggist,
A. 0. Ireland. Trial bottles of Dr. Miles'
Nervine are given away, also Book of
Testimonials showiug that it is unequalled
or nervous prostration, headache, poor
memory, dizziness, sleeplessness, neuralgia, hysteria, fits, epilepsy.

rt

The

San - - Felipe

H"
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SALT LAK

The Dlfferenee.

Pronounced Hopeless, Yet Saved.
From a letter written by Mrs. Ada E.
Hurd, of Groton.S. D., we quote: "Was
taken with a bad cold, which settled on
my lungs, cough set in and finally terminated in consumption. Four doctors gave
me up, saying 1 could live but a snort
time. I gave myself, un to mv Saviour.
determined if I could not stay with my
friends on earth, I would meet my absent
ones above. My husband was advised to
get Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, coughs and colds. 1 gave it a
trial, took in all eight bottles ; It has cured
me, and thank God lam a well and hearty
woman." Trial bottles free at C. M.
reamer's drug store, regular size. 50c and
(1.

Leadyilie.Gienwood
AND

GRAND

JUNCTION.

THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE TO
friniflail, Santa Fe

New SgiJco Points

Batchlnc all the principal towni and mining
campiln Colorado, Utah and Naw Mexico.
FAVORITE
USE
TOURIST'S
TO ALL MOUNTAIN RESORTS.

THE

All through trains equipped with Pallmin Folios
and Tourist Bleepiif Cars.
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For elsnntly illustrated descriptive books free
cost, address

L T.

JEFFERY.

A.

S.

HUGHES,

8.

K. HOOFEtL

You don't give me as handsome rrB'lutOu'lVp. TrsHli ssasnr. Ml fitt.afkt.iifc
A Xegleeted Corner.
presents as yoir used to.
DENVER, COLORADO.
He Wife, where can I hide this $50 so
Mr. X ro; but 1 nave to pay tor those
that there will be no possibility of anyone you give yourself. Life.
ltai.titifu.lr
niurtrmttd,
The ICcaNon For 111m
finding it?
handsomely bound In cloth
anil (f.iIIII l,a. fln.il.tf.il
Since Van Puehe has
He literary
Deficient In English.
She Put in in the Bible, dear.
to know. & book for everr- CmionflorlDqtilrTltlTewipb
She baa studied all the ologies that are taught i?iy. 876 Phto". Unlr i.
by npreM prepid.
gone into fashionable society he has bepr. J. W. BATE, Chicago. 111.
in modern colleges:
come quite distinguished.
She can talk In French or Spanish, German,
She artistic I always considered him
Hebrew, Sanskrit, Greek;
She can quote the Latin grammar, speak Rus
as having merely an ordinary mental outsian and not stammer;
fit.
She knows aH the indent poets and can quote
'em by the week.
He that's what enables him to shine
Would not tempt the bu.y.
in that particular field. Life.
,
The truth Is, as a linguist, she Is certainly disThe Next Number Especially Good.
ImttUug, brainy American
tinguished;
t
to part with the priceless
Yet she lacks In Anglo-Saxothough that fact
treasure ol good health,
Miles' Kr
you'd never guess;
which he can gain and pie
him Fills.
to
for
been
hard
I've
a
sir,
serve
year,
trying
trying
by the use ol those
Act on- a new principle regulating the
Bale, sure, Elective aud
train her ear, sir,
liver, stomach and bowels through the
And to teach her lips to utter Just one simple
Uulaillng
nerves. A new discovery. Dr. Miles'
little "Yee."
CHINESE
Fills speedily cure biliousness, bad taste,
Frank S. Pixley to Chicago Mail
READ BV ALL MEN AND WOMEN,
Vegetable Bemedies,
torpid liver, piles, constipation. Unwith
wuicn tne great
Published first day of December, Alt'
equalled for men, women, children.
June and September.
Lee Wing
Smallest, mildest, surest I SO doses, 26 ct.
DELICATE, DAINTY; 117
Samples Free at A. 0. Ireland's.
sneedllr and rjermancntiv
enre every form of Nervous,
I'riva's
nnd Sexual Diseases, Lost Manhood, Seminal
Good Looks.
He Iteiiienibered.
wcexness, Errors ol Youth, Urinary, Kidney anS
book
and
stani:
news
'.
of
skin
Diseases
Good
looks
than
are more
the Heart, Luugsanj
Every reputable
deep, J.lver Troubles,
Father, he faltered, I am in love, madly
Diseases oi the Blood or Hkin.
:! .
depending upon a healthy condition of all Throat,
Price, single number, SO CENTS,
of the Stomach and Bowels, Rheumatism, Neat
in love. She is the divinest woman in the
ricu VKAIt, postage FKICK.
the vital organs. If the liver be Inactive, ralgla. Paralysis, Dyspepsia,
Constipation, 8yph
world. Her eyes are like twin stars
have a bilious look, if your stomach Bits, Ghouorrea, Gleet, and all weaknesses au
This brilliant Quarterly reproduces the be;
Son
of any organ of the b'Jdv.
stories, sketches, burlesques, poems, wittidisordered, yoa have a dyspeptic look lalseasei
John, answered his father, you have
I.KK
WINU?ls)
where all
remedies
of
numbers
the
that
from
early
cisms, etc.,
and if yonr kidneys be affected, yon have other means fail. Consultation cure
and cxanvna
New York Society Jouroal,
been reading my old love letters. Town
much talked-abou- t
a pinched look. Secure good health and tion free, and only a small sum of the remedies
Town Topics, which is published weekly,
for consultation, or write ymptoms fully.
Topic's.
price, 1.00 per year.
you will have good looks. Electric Bit- tall
The two publications "Town Topics" and
ters is the great alterative and tonlo, acta enclose stamp for reply.
" Talks most Town Topics " together, at the
Mi Was Correct.
e
of $3.00 per year.
directly an these vital organs. Cures LEE WING
low
He What besides the date do they
BROTHERS,
Ask your newsdealer for them or address,
pimples, blotches, boils and gives a good
TOWN TOPICS,
usually put in engagement rings?
complexion. Sold at O. M. Creamer's
Larimer
St.,
OINVSR, COLO.
81 West 3d Street, N. Y. Ch
drag store, 50c per bottle, '
i
She (pointedly)
Fingers,
Mrs. X.

A Million Dollars.

TALKS FROM

TowmTopics
r:

INTENSE.
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Great altitudes furnish a gymnasium
where the respiratory organs are compelled
to be exercised, and, consequently become
larger and more efficient.
Altitude, also, prevents instead of inducing
hemorrhage, as was the old opinion. This
fact has been well established by experience
and observation.
Prof. M. W. Harrington, chief of the TJ. 8.
weather bureau, says :
"Santa Fe lies in the driest part of the
United States. This region is extensive, but
changes in form from season to Beason.
Santa Fe is always in it, however.
TBS WATERS or SANTA ft.
Dr. J. T. Danter
of the
American Health Resort association says:
is worth traveling miles to drink of
"It
Too long
such waters as flow
cut in
this
deluded
the unhappy victim of the mountains and throughthe deep
supply
city of Santa
catarrh in the head. He's been Fe for domestie purposes
and for irrigation
told that it can't be cured. Don't of the fruit farms. The water is absolutely
pare, cold and fresh from the melting
you believe it. It can be, and it snows
above, or trickling from springs in
is no matter how bad or of how the mountain
side. It is free from all lime,
It has been done' alkali or other ingredients so very injurious
long standing.
to
the
Cafor thousands
Dr.
patient. Such water it
consumptive
by
Sage's
a great boon anywhere and at any time, but
tarrh Remedy.
Other
here, where other features of sunshine and
remedies may palliate for a time ; pure air combine to produce an ideal
this cures for all time. By its mild, climate, it is of special value."

soothing, cleansing and healing
properties, it conquers the worst
cases.
Its makers offer, in good
faith, a reward of t500 for a case
of catarrh which they cannot cure.
They are able to pay it. Are you
able to take it?
The symptoms of catarrh are,
headache, obstruction of nose, discharges falling into throat, sometimes profuse, watery, and acrid, at
others, thick, tenacious, mucous,
purulent, bloody, putrid and offensive ; eyes weak, ringing in cars,
deafness ; offensive breath ; smell
and taste impaired, and general
debility.
Only a few of these
symptoms likely to be present at
once. Thousands of cases terminate in Consumption and end ia the
grave, without ever having manifested all these symptoms.
Dr.
Sage's Remedy cures the worst
oases.
60 cents, by druggists.
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STATISTICAL IHTOBMATION.

The annual temperature varies but little
irom year to year, ine louowing taoies ten
the tale:
TIAB. AXXUAl UliS.
JS7J

47.
48.6
48.0
47.6
47.6
4T.6
47.6
60.2
46.0

187S

1874
1876
1876
1877

;

1878
187K
1880
1881

lacking

T1AB. ANNUAL

at KAN.

8S.6

1882

lf8S

18l

47.T
17.6

1886
W89
1987
1888
1S89
IS'JO
1891

41I.0

48.4
411.8
60 4

Jan'ry

Feb'ry
March
April
May
Jmne..

MIAN.

,

MONTH.

28.8
81.7
89.1
46.6
66.0
66.4

July .,
Angus!
Sept.
Oct
Nov.

Dec

SURE CONNECTION.

47.8

The annnal monthly values will show the
distribution of temperature through the
year.
OXTH.

Short line to NEW ORLEANS, KANSAS CITY,
CHICAGO, ST.
LOUIS, NEW YORK, WASHINGTON. Favorite line" to the
east
anil southeast. PULLMAN PALACE SLEEP-1N- G
north,
'JARS dally between St. Louis and Dallas, Fort
Worth and El Paso; also Marshall and New Orleans
without change. Solid Trains, El Paso to St.
Lenin. First-elas- s
Equipment.

ttfSet that yonr ticket rrml Trxna find Vncin unii-aJ.ble., liquet rate, and all required Inlornmlloo, call on or n,l,lrc
r

atgenta.

any of IW

MIAN.
68.0
66.
6H.0
49.4

i

as.;
0.1

E. L.

SARGENT. Gen. Agt. El Paso. Tex.
C ASTON MESLIER, Cen.
Pass. & Ticket Agt Dallas,

T
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OUR LADY

OF

LIGHT.

Annu.il Commencement at the Academy
The Program
Bishop Chapelle's
Esmark3 Awards.

most delightful places to he found anyThe very best hotels charge
where.
members not to exceed lf3 per day. Good
boarding can be had at $1 per day. Reduced rates are given Dy ttie railroads.
I'rof. Hadley says in his circular: "Will
you go? I hope so. New Mexico has
been slandered long enough. Let ns roll
up a good delegation."
A .11 urrterouM County."
"Santa Fe so far takes the "banner"
for being the murder county of the territory. Read this paragraph culled from
the New Mexican:
"There are seventeen murder cases for
trial at the present term of the court in
Santa Fe."
The above is taken from tbe Albuquerque Citizen ; it is no; true in any particular and did not appear in the New Mex
ican,
The Citizen did not cull any such paragraph from the New Mexican.

CH1N0 ALARID ACQUITTED.

Lest of all in Leavening Power.

Verdict in the Juan Pablo Dominguez
Case Rendered at 2 O'clock
this Afternoon.

TJ. S.

Gov't Report, Aug. 17,
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The annual comiueneeraent exercises,
In the case of Chino Alarid, charged as
always ontiuipatej with so much real
one of the principals in the murder of Juan
pleasure hy the friends and patrons of
Pablo Dominguez, the jury at 2 o'clock this
that excellent institution, the Academy
afternoon returned the following verdict:'
of Our Lady of I.ijfht, were held Wednes"We, the jury, unanimously find the
day forenoon and witnessed by a select
prisoner not guilv.
and appreciative assembly present by in"Leandbo Martinez,
vitation. The hall was tastefully decor"Foreman."
Thecourt
ordered the disimmediately
ated for the occasion ; at 9 o'clock the
2Jy
charge of the accused.
curtain rose and there was preeented in
After tftree day's trial arguments in
symptoms or i.:ve;i: disease.
the persons of pupils tlie most perfect
this case were concluded last niuht
: hid taste in
Loss of appetite ; tudlre.-itMr
the mouth; tmij:m.' outni ; j'ufn uvvv the living picture of health, beautv. talent
Catron, for the defense, made one of the
BhoulikT-blivUlM
siiU
often and
in tiiti
!:or
ttuieoi, oi arguments and showed how could not be found yesterday by a Times
Bnainesg Notice.
refinement.
There were eighteen
; four stomach
mistaken fur rlinmui
Frank Masterson has opened a cabutterly impossible it would be to find the repruoeiuauvu. n js Known, nowever,
numbers on the excellent program. The
with liatul'.iify iui.l wuter brash;
accused guilty in view of the testimony of that he is in Juarez. His young brother inet
two doors from the elecbowels h..x nrA cosiivo by turns;
Frank Borrego that he himself had fired, returned yesteftlay from Las Cruces and tric shop
salutatory, by Miss Martin, who is "truly
with dull, heavy
headache,
light house, Water street, and
A New Deal.
in self defense, the three shots that killed to a Times reporter denied any knowledge
8
a
was
little
uT
old,"
years
"Kern."
she
with
left
h;iviii
sulfation
restlessness,
is prepared
to do
all
kinds
of
The case of the Anaconda claim vs. Dominguez. Solicitor General Bartlett as to his brother's whereabouts.
botli surprised and delighted the audience
whirli oiur'nr to have
something iniitimo
He is also agent for
also made a most earnest and ingenious
"Tuesday morning Miss Connie Small cabinet work.
been done; ftillr.-'safter catinsr: bad
by commencing with words of heartiest the Lincoln-Luckis
Mining
Santa
of
Fe
company
the
celebrated
went to Las Cruces to attend the closing
county
Kellog
temper; blues; (ired l elitiir; yrllaw apgreeting in Lnglish, in Spanish and in yet pending before Judge Seeds. A new speech on behalf of the prosecution.
The case was given to the jury at 9 exercises of the Sister's college, from weather strip, which has been succesfully
pearance of skin and eyes ; dizziness, vtc.
French ; this charming little miss is quite
in
several
this
in
Not all, but always eonie of these indiplaced
has
been
was
to
which
formed
sister
buildings
her
city,
in
Denver
company
to
o'clock
last
Miss
graduate.
lamiliar with the three languages.
evening, and at 9 a. m. toand
cate want of action ot the Liver. For
such well known references as
day when called before tbe court the jury Small heard of the shooting but never Hon.gives
band was an original feature of operate these properties. It is the Lincoln-LuckE.
A.
B.
Hon.
T.
Fiske,
Catron,
that her name was mixed in it
A Safe, Reliable Remedy
nu reacneu no agreement, men, a recess dreamed
much interest.
& Lee Mining company,
Many had heard of that
Sister
G. VV. Knaebel, Julius 11.
capital was taken
that eft n do no harm and has never beeu great hand, but were agreeably surprised stock $1,000,000.
by the court till 2 p. m. with until yesterday on her return from Las GerdesVictoria,
Directors, H. Lee, A.
and E. W. Seward.
Bhe
when
saw
in
Cruces
known to fail to do good,
Times
the
result
as
that
the
above
stated.
to hear it on this occasion.
Townsend, M. I. Newhouse, E. C. Bill'
While deep interest was felt in the case, the trouble was caused by slanderous
Wind-mil- l
Take Simmons Liver Regulator
The charade (Idoliz?) was well done, ings, George W. Middleton, J. C. Carrie,
for Sale.
the fact that Bortego gave the testimony remarks it was alleged Mr. Smith bad
-- AN JJFI'FXTl AL SriXlIU:
and "The Little Doctor" provoked much jr., and K. Y. Anderson. To
One new Stover wind mill,
I'OB
acquire
made
her
name.
As
he
regarding
good
did, and this taken into consideration
liovvel Complaint,
merriment and applause.
Malar In,
130 feet one and a quarter
with
wheel,
mining property in the county of Santa
The audience was impressed during the Fe is th object of the company. The with the other evidence adduced made it might' have been expected Miss Small inch pipe, with pump warranted to throw
Iyspppsia, ion, Mck Hemlnrlif,
was completely prostrated with mortifical!llioiistieH,
t'onstipiit
300 feet, will be sold cheap.
essiiy on "Christopher Columbus" by Miss Mr. Lee referred to ia Henry Lee, the quite evident that there was little for the
Address, I'.
.luundU'p,
Kidney Att'iTtimi.
tion when she heard that her character O. Box
Vivian Shepard, which was as interesting
Mental Depre-ominColic
hardware
200, Santa Fe, N. M.
and the jury to do and that was to acquit the pris- had been
man,
assailed
a
man
oner
at
slanderously
the bar.
by
and well composed as anyone could wish "Lee" claim is said to be the Anaconda
a rirviciAvs opinion.
who she had favored with her respect.
Our enterprising grocer Mr. S. S. Beaty
"I have been pr.Kti :r. a' nun!;i'i:ie
fr twenty to hear. Many friends congratulate the by another name, which has been jumped
So keenly did she feel the insult, that
m put ip a vegetaPHKSONAL.
years and have never
now has a full line of the celebrated I.:v
young lady on her good taste and tine de- by the Lincoln-Luck- y
ble compound ihat
company and to
Liver
in the modesty of her indignation
she,
The
l'ole
Dance
hold
S. Baking Powders.
mond
which
livery.
the
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May
atui
will
efforts
move
by
be
the
made in the
o!l:ct!!.iIly
Regulator, prompily
Try them.
At the Exchange : T. P. Martin and iciuseu iaj net) even iier ineuug, anu leil
Liver to nctinn, and at the Vim ime aid (instead
or.es was gracefully performed and heart- courts under the apex theory.
Pacific
on
the
Southern
afterof weaken) the digtstivt: a:.J ;if.iniilative powers
yesterday
The dialogue of the "Litily applauded.
wife, Taos; Randolph Kelley, J. H. noon for
of the system."
A
Fresno, Cal., to visit friends.
llaunfarturing i:iatauliIinicnt
ROUND ABOUT TOWN.
tle Hatchet" was highly amusing.
L. M. Histon, m. i) , V.i.,rinv;!r;i, Ark.
Dickey, Ben Brown, Cerrillos.
"The friends of Mr. Smith deny that Has been added to Gable's undertaking
"Fnther Rill Settle ihe Bill," the vocal
oxi Y (;i:m im;
word
In
he
a
rooms.
said
ever
Harroun
Coffins and caskets furnished in
of
Douglas
returned
A
last
mild
disparagement
thunder shower last night and
solo by Miss Aniceta Jaramillo, was well
night
on fro: t of wr.ij;?r.
Ha Our 7 Stamp in
from a month's visit to Chicago. Wet the young lady's character. The friends either walnut, rosewood or cloth at half
worth listening to; the voice of that more in prospect.
of Mr. Tnttle on tbe other side affirm the usual price of similar goods
shipped
lady dearly and sweetly
W. N. Haney, of Denver, is now su- - and fearfully hot there he eays.
J. E. Zeilin & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. brightoutyoung
that Mr. Smith did make some very of- here from the east. Get prices before
the notes, at the some time disrang
S. E. Raunheim and family 'arrived at fensive
if
and
he
at
did
use
elsewhere.
steam
the
remarks,
tbe
is
perintendent
UndertakerroomB
purchasing
and
laundry
tinctly enunciating every word of her
the Claire last night from New York, language accredited to him, Mr. Tuttle and factory unoer San Francisco atroot
work.
song. The piano music was rendered turning out first-clas- s
would have been
in
opposite the cathedral.
moat
to
A
the
institution.
was
creditably
run over and killed at and will remain here for six weeks or Smith. Such are the justifiable to be killing
tramp
METEOROLOCICAL
heard
opinions
The elocutionary part of the program
more.
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Even
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shoned excellent training, and one must
Frank W. Clancy, esq., one of New bad Mr. Tuttle not been engaged to the
not forget to mention Miss Mary rjullivan, justice of the peace was notified and is
Mexico's leading and most successful at- young lady, as an lioncr..ble man he
an
u
charmed
the
this
who
audience
holding
afternoon.
with
her
inquest
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3
2.
as
would have been justified in resenting re3
of "The New Church Organ."
s3 5 33 3 3
Randolph Kelly and J. T. Dickey are torneys, came up this morning from Al- nections calculated
,5
to do irreparable in
At the conclusion of the exercises Rt. in from
on
court
business.
8buquerque
Cerrillos
Ho
l
making coal land
jury to the good name of a lady friend
?
5l2-Rev. Dr. Cbapelle, by requeEt, addressed
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"
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A.
Manzanares.
Las
ne
wnom
Knew to De pure and innocent.
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3 If
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Vegas; C. II. Coster, Denver; Geo.. S.
The bishop said he felt that he voiced report about 175 men at wdrk on the
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a can of the celebrated Diamond Si
Try
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Mi
the sentiments of the audience by saying
Slayton, City; J.
II cl.niil:
coal road.
Donnelly, Albuquer Baking Powder. Satisfaction guaranteed
Maximum Temperature
that they were highly pleased and enter, s,s
or money reiunueu. s. a. ueaty.
de Gallo," the game of the que ; C. U. Carpenter, El Paso.
"EUuego
mnimum lemperature
tained
the
He
by
performance.
congrat
co
lotai v recipitatiou
jibj. J. l). Uonnelley, of tbe A. & P.
ulated the young ladies on tneir pro- cock, ia in progress at Agua Fria this land
a. B. hersky, oi.scrvor.
department is enjoying Santa Fe's
Fine McBrayer whisky at Colorado sa
ficiency in vocal and instrumental music, afternoon in honor of St. John's day.
not forgetting (iilmore's band (applause) some S00 horsemen are
He says busi oon.
e
in refreshing breezes
participating
and said that lie had been present at the
ness is practically suspended in the Duke
sport.
Milk punch 10 cts a glass at the Colora
mqny commencement exercises elseSixty-fiv- e
head of dressed lambs were city these hot days.
do saloon
where, but novthere had he seen such
At the Claire:
II. P. Cunningham,
ability displayed by young ladieg of their shipped to Creede market men over the
D. L. Sammis, E. D. Sammis,
Wanted at theofliceof the New Mex
Cerrillos;
age as he ohad witnessed on this occasion. narrow gauge yesterday.
The D. 4 R. G.
That other branch of learning, which
Albuquerque ; S. E. Raunheim and wife, ican, laws of 1880 in English.
is
a
express
business
in
doing
good
this
expresses the feelings of the soul, elocu- line and
Southeast Cor. I'luza.
finds it difficult to secure a suf- Julian Rauubeim, New York; A. M. Mction, was not forgotten and all wereinter-ettinWanted At this office, laws of '87 in
Duffey, Kingman, A. T.
ficient
from
number
"The
Little
Doctor"
to
of lambs to meet orders.
old
the
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SANTA. FE,
Hon. R. E. Twitchell returned last English.
lady who protested against the innovaGeorge E. Blain has returned from
tion in the rendering of the good old San
Knck Bros, are prepared to deliver to
Diego, Cal., having sold out his busi night from Socorro w here, during the past
Certtral'y Located
fniirely Peliiid,
time church hymns with an organ
he has been trying a very im- all parts of the city the celebrated An
and last, but not least, ness there, and he will spend the summer five"days,
heueer-JJuscbeer, in bottles or kegs.
portant law case in which his clients
the very brilliant essay on Christopher in and about Santa Fe,
iniopea of recov- scored a
oiumous by Alias hhepard, in whiclithis ering from the effects of a
victory.
of
long siege
Try Diamond S. Baking Powder,
young lady well said that "woman is the ia
General freight Agent F. C. Gav and
e
Mr. Blain has many
grippe.
Special Rates by the Week,
power behind the throne." Yes, woman
Live
Stock
W.
H.
II.
Agent
friends
Llewellyn
to
here
welcome him back.
is th3 caiiBe of all the good or evil in
Kelley Island Sweet Catawba $1.50 per
G. L. Brooks, president of the fair as- two as efficient officials as the great Santa gauon at L.oiorauo saloon.
man, said the bishop, therefore it beH. B.
Fe road, has in its employ, passed up the
hooves us to look to the moral as well as sociation, returned from Santa
Fe thia
the intellectual training of the young
road
last
night en route to Topeka.
He says the fruit growers of
girls, the women of the future, and morning.
Hon. T. B. Catron left last night for
where can they better
receive this Santa Fe have agreed to make a fine exHe will stay with the
than among
those
whose hibit at the fair, and that it will be a dis- Washington City.
training
morals are the most pure?
statehood business till it is definitely
It some- play worthy of that famous fruit
valley.
times becomes necessary,
continued
settled, one way or other, ard that he
the reverend prelate, for people to Albuquerque Citizen.
01
will do good work goes without saying.
Arnos McDuffey, an old
blow their own trumpet, but 1 fear I
chum
mining
.
.
can never convince the good Sisters of of J. VV.Akere, came in from Arizona now uicAttu Bttueuoou aavocaies are
JUST KKCEIVED
Loretto that they should blow their last night,
fortunate
in
so able a champion on
.njny a liraHliful trip nml eatrl,
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bringing samples of $1,000 ore
TKOI'T while vim-lutrumpet, so it depends on us, mveelf and from the new
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the piHur
Catron.
Mr,
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mineral fields near King
you, kindly friends, to spread the fame of
fxqii.. l'ecos Vrtllrv.
tins munition from the east to the west, man. He says the field is an important
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AFFAIR.
ili lvc fioni Santa
Potato,
(
(o
one. He left this morning for Creede
prolonged applause).
Oioricto.
the following prizes and gold medals where he has large interests.
More Light on the Las Cruces Shooting
I Car Colorado
were awarded :
!
Visitors at Gold's : A. M. llcDuffee,
floor,
POWERS' CLORIETA HOTEL.
I'rize for l'enmanshin to Miss Nellie
ifflUrn l)lr!loa.
xiie vioiim win necover,
A.
T.; David Heron, Albu
Sullivan, for Christian doctrine to Miss Kingman,
Affords
niniiloaeooiiiiiioiliitiniis,
Aniceta
I
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nVCEOHIjlTIO ARTS.

NEWCALIFORNIA

Exchange Hotel

POTATOES

$.175 per HuncTd

TERMS SEASONABLE.

J.T. FORSHA,PROP.

Cartwright, Prop.

Kar

Is the Best Equipped Educational Institution In New Mexloo.
It baa twelve ProfesBori and InBtrnctora,

offers

choloa of fotr coornea

Mechanical Engineering.

4 Classical.

To prepare for entrance to tha
College it (attains a flrt-l- a
PRKPARATORI
SCHOOL. It has an elegant building equipped with 110,000 worth oi reference bookt,
Three terms each jear Autumn open 8ept. 7; Winter,
apparatus and machinery.
Not. 30; Spring, March 7. Entrance fee B3 eaoh year. Tuition and Text
Books Free. Plonty oi bdardlng at about IIS per month.

Address

HIRAM HADLEY. Pres.
Las Cruces, N. M.

lev

TIME

C. L. BISHOP'S

Hie

CLOTHING & GENT
Sol, Lowitzki & Son
FURNISHiNGS.

GLOVES.

i

ten i mi

Siii

OF NEW YORK.

SOL SPIEGELBERG,

pppRICts

It

Scionco and Agriculture.
2
3 Civil Engineering.

For the Pecos

Strictly in it!

tlf:

(IF AGBICDLTUFE

Jill

I

ScMfilfl

& Co., General Agent for New
Mexico and Arizona.

The results ot the poltclea now maturing show that tha BUVITABLM
far In advance of any other Lire Insurance
Company.
If yon wish an Illustration of tha results on these pollelea send
address
name,
and date of birth to J.' Vf . BCUOFIKLD A CO., Santayou
Fe,
N.
,, ana It will receive prompt attention.
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PATTERSON & CO.
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SALE STABLE!
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Kr&Hfr

Wines, Liquors
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X. A. MULLER, Prop'r.
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Fair

Saloon,

Cool Fischer Beer,
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BLAIU BROTHERS.

THEpfMEM

ANDCICARS.

FTi IT"" ifTi

MEALS AT ALL HOUBS DAT OR NIGHT,

miiii;.

KAHU

F1

Plaza Restaurant

ggg""""""""M"M"

DEALERS IN EVERYTHING.
Dry Goods, Clothing:, Boots, Shoes, Hats, Gloves, Hardware,
Harness, Glassware, Chlnaware, Gang, Pistols, Ammunl.
tion, Graniteware. Tinware, Willow and Wooden ware, Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Books, Stationery Toys,
Musical Instruments, Notions, Trunks, Talises,
Carpets,
Rugs, Blankets, Robes, Quilts.
Agents Tor the Standard Sewing Machine, the best
In the World. Special Attention to Mail Order.

Delmonico's Sour
Mash Whiskey. San Francisco St

IT.

,

Santa Fe. N, M.

FELIX PAPA, Prop."

A. C. DLELAIiVID, Jr.,

-

IPRUG-QIST.

!

